Environmental Insurance
and Risk Management
Offering a full suite of environmental
insurance products and services.

E

nviant is focused exclusively on providing a comprehensive suite of environmental products
and services to a range of commercial clients. With a highly experienced team of technical
experts, a one-of-a-kind approach to underwriting, and a comprehensive service profile,
Enviant stands apart as a thoroughly unique approach to environmental insurance and risk
management.
A multidisciplinary team of underwriting, engineering, and claims experts, Enviant delivers integrated solutions that
guard against today’s environmental risks. We offer a full suite of environmental products and services engineered
to perform in all phases from initial underwriting through claims resolution. In an increasingly complex environmental
landscape, our goal is to provide a higher level of service and technical expertise to clients in a breadth of industries.

Underwriting EXPERTISE

Claims EXPERTISE
Integrated SOLUTIONS

Environmental Insurance
and Risk Management

BROAD REACH

Enviant understands that each industry has unique
exposures and delivers tailored solutions for each
segment. The major industries we service include:
• Manufacturing and distribution
• Multifamily residential and commercial real estate

A UNIQUE APPROACH

The seamless delivery of integrated solutions is the
central tenet of Enviant’s philosophy. Enviant offers
the advantage of experienced underwriters, specialized
engineers, environmental attorneys, risk mitigation
services, and superior claims handling combined to
provide unparalleled service and creative solutions
from account submission to claims resolution.

• Hotels and hospitality
• Universities and public entities
• Environmental services contractors
• Consultants and engineers
• Construction general contractors
• Construction trade contractors
• Energy

A WORLD OF VALUE

Enviant leverages its proven team of experts, deep
resources, and best-in-class products to provide a
world of value and performance to its clients.
• Experienced and specialized underwriting, engineering,
legal and claims expertise
• Comprehensive, state-of-the-art environmental
insurance policies
• A.M. Best A XV security

INSURANCE COVERAGE FOR A
CHANGING ENVIRONMENT

• Fast, responsive underwriting decisions

Enviant offers a full suite of environmental insurance
products that includes:

• 24/7/365 emergency response support and crisis
management services

• General and Pollution Liability Environmental
Services/Sites (GAPLESS): Combined general
liability, site pollution, contractors pollution,
and professional liability

CONTACT

• Commercial and Pollution Excess (CAPE):
Follow form excess over combined general liability,
pollution, and mono line pollution
• Environmental Site Pollution (ESP): Site pollution
liability

Kenneth Cornell
Chief Environmental Underwriter
646 218 3235
kcornell@enviant.com

• Contractors Operations Pollution and
Environmental Site (COPES): Contractors
pollution liability

Marilyn Hattier
Chief Environmental Underwriter
832 655 0228
mhattier@enviant.com

• Contractors Operations Professional and
Environmental (COPE): Contractors pollution
and professional liability

www.enviant.com
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